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By George Barr

Dover Publications Inc., United States, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. New edition. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Does a curve ball really curve? Why is a football made to spiral when it s
thrown? How is the bounce of a basketball tested before a game? These and hundreds of other
questions are answered in this fascinating book--an easy-to-follow examination of the scientific
principles underlying baseball, football, basketball and other sports. In clear, simple language,
noted science educator George Barr presents physical concepts that can help youngsters improve
their athletic skillswhile making them more knowledgeable spectators of sports. Inerita vs. motion,
gravity, speed, trajectory, and action vs. reaction are among the topics covered in Mr. Barr s well-
illustrated presentation. Here are intriguing descriptions of what happens when baseballs are
pitched and batted, and the physical processes involved in catching, fielding and running bases. You
ll discover how the principles of momentum come into play in football, while a discussion of
basketball provides scientific insights on the movement of the ball around the court in a high-speed
game. A special chapter on the athlete s body describes how certain principles of physics can affect
a player s ability to perform, and how...
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ReviewsReviews

This book may be worth purchasing. I was able to comprehended every thing using this published e publication. I am happy to let you know that this is the
very best ebook i have got read inside my very own daily life and could be he finest ebook for actually.
-- Rhoda Durgan PhD-- Rhoda Durgan PhD

This ebook is very gripping and exciting. It is one of the most amazing book we have study. Its been printed in an remarkably easy way and it is only a er i
finished reading this book through which really transformed me, affect the way i think.
-- Camille Greenholt-- Camille Greenholt
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